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Healthcare Medical Debt is the Target.

As such, Healthcare Providers are the Target. 



Bill Bollinger

Joined the Americollect team in June 2021. I’ve 
worked in healthcare business development 

for 25 years in everything from small start-ups 
to large corporations – primarily working to 

help healthcare providers solve their revenue 
cycle challenges and improve the patient 

experience. I am also a past-president for the 
Southeast MI HFMA chapter and served during 
the merger of the three MI chapters into one - 

and now currently serve as the Education 
Director and on the Communication 

Committee and Sponsorship Committee.



Ridiculously Nice Collections. It’s more than just a phrase at 
Americollect, it’s how we treat everyone – from you and your staff to 

the patients you treat – every time we interact with them, and it’s been 
that way since the beginning in 1964.

When it comes to medical collections, Americollect’s Ridiculously Nice approach accomplishes 
more than just recovering the most money. It creates a relationship of trust with the patient. By 
treating patients with respect and dignity, they feel like a person and not an amount to collect. 

Americollect works with healthcare providers to improve their medical collections, both with 
early out services and bad debt collection services. Medical debt is complex to collect. Third-
party payers, HIPAA regulations and Not-for-Profit regulations can make it easy for a simple 

mistake to cause extreme problems and lawsuits. Our collectors are trained to understand the 
complexity of accounts and how to work them in our Ridiculously Nice way



▪ I am not an attorney, this is not legal advice

▪ I am offering information obtained from various sources  deemed 
credible by Americollect and in some instances myself

▪ Opinions will be shared that are my own 

▪ Please vet this information and explore these sources and others 
as well for accuracy 

▪ Information changes quickly, opinions can change too 

Disclaimer
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Rising tide of “shaming” healthcare providers for any and all 
collection efforts – even when appropriate, legitimate and done fairly 
and ethically. 

▪ Patient Financial Responsibility / Medical Debt
▪ Media Propagation 
▪ Legislation Trends 

Hospital & Provider “Shaming” Trend
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55.7% percent of the workforce nationwide was enrolled in a high-deductible 
health plan in 2021— the highest percentage over the previous eight years. 
Source: ValuePenguin

HDHP enrollment has grown by 83.7% since 2013. This record high represents 
an eighth consecutive annual increase in HDHP enrollments. Source: ValuePenguin

35% of healthcare services have become patient financial responsibility – 
making patients the third largest payer group in the U.S., trailing only 
Medicare and Medicaid. By comparison, in 2000 patients paid just 5% of 
healthcare provider revenue. Source: Forbes

Patient Financial Responsibility

https://www.valuepenguin.com/high-deductible-health-plan-study
https://www.valuepenguin.com/high-deductible-health-plan-study
https://www.forbes.com/sites/allbusiness/2017/06/28/what-we-can-all-do-about-rising-healthcare-costs/?sh=1b84f7332f37


Ohio HDHP Enrollment 
64.7%

Pennsylvania HDHP Enrollment 
51.5%

Michigan HDHP Enrollment 
59.1%

Indiana HDHP Enrollment 
61.5%

*Private Sector
Source: ValuePenguin

https://www.valuepenguin.com/high-deductible-health-plan-study


A new KFF analysis of government data estimates that nearly 1 in 10 adults (9%) 
– or roughly 23 million people – owe medical debt.

11 million owe more than $2,000 and 3 million people owe more than $10,000.

16.2% of households with health insurance coverage for all members all year 
(fully insured) had medical debt compared to 30.8% of those that were not 
fully insured. Source: US Census Bureau

Patient Medical Debt

https://connect.kff.org/e3t/Ctc/RB+113/c1ThL04/VVGXzM2rKDBqW2fRSNl1xll85W61z83B4Gt_tFN5SJSmV3q3phV1-WJV7Cg-tFW1c3B7q5lY-WbW5_4lvv8R0YSRW9fTmh284wrqKW7SsHcS9h21XmN7k17bww6lBJW38lHMC1WcsdRVYcrCK95b3jNW1lVHmw9c880cW6k9pDw8jzmFrW90_k5d6kZCtgVcn9hp3XNyyKW4Rs5l4635N_KW1zMk-b9khWnRN6xrDVCnn3y8W316VFk5gv1nrW2S3Xmr2GpXNQW5Xn4NQ2BZLW2W8tv1bJ3WfNKHW6YDYJD1Jp6zRW2d6Yp010sHjSW8f_Yys1MrPS-W1VyNfD4gC80mW2brh-X6kbhbnW4tS--M35sVfsW5nxRKY2lVCKSW8VzL_K5bW5lCN53HnfjPL7zGW6qjpF36jr9dS3gWz1
https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/04/who-had-medical-debt-in-united-states.html


There has been a 17.5% increase in overall hospital expenses between 2019 
and 2022, according to data from Syntellis Performance Solutions, a health 
care data and consulting firm.

Hospital expense increases between 2019 and 2022 are more than double the 
increases in Medicare reimbursement for inpatient care during that same 
time.

Over half of U.S. hospitals ended 2022 operating at a financial loss.  Source: AHA

Healthcare Providers

Collecting every collectible dollar matters now 
more than ever!  Providers are not the enemy, just 

trying to keep the doors open. 

https://www.aha.org/costsofcaring


Media Propagation
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“Some of the most aggressive and widespread debt collection tactics in the 
United States are those taken on behalf of nonprofit hospitals. Increasingly, 
these hospitals, granted tax exempt status partly because of the benefits to 

society they purport to convey, are teaming up with for-profit debt 
collection companies and employing some of the most notorious tactics, 

from aggressive phone calls to lawsuits and wage garnishments.”
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“UAMS, Arkansas’ flagship public health sciences university, has been 
aggressively suing thousands of former patients over medical debt in recent 
years, including hundreds of its own employees, a CNN investigation found.”

“We can’t fulfill our mission if we’re not getting paid for the work that we do,” 
Patterson said, adding that the university provides free care to many low-

income patients and “we don’t take legal action against people who can’t pay.”
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“North Carolina hospitals — led by the state's 
largest public medical system — have sued 
thousands of their patients since 2017, according to 
a new analysis that sheds additional light on the 
aggressive tactics U.S. hospitals routinely use to 
collect from people who fall behind on their bills.”

“The report, produced by the state treasurer and 
Duke University School of Law researchers, and 
related patient interviews offer harrowing accounts 
of people pursued for tens of thousands of dollars 
and often surprised by liens that hospitals placed on 
family homes.”

https://scholarship.law.duke.edu/faculty_scholarship/4261/
https://www.shpnc.org/what-the-health/hospitals-lawsuits-interviews-nc-patients
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“Despite growing evidence of the harm caused by medical debt, 
hundreds of U.S. hospitals maintain policies to aggressively pursue 

patients for unpaid bills, using tactics such as lawsuits, selling patient 
accounts to debt buyers, and reporting patients to credit rating agencies, 

a KHN investigation shows.”

“At the same time, a majority of hospitals scrutinized by KHN effectively 
shroud their collection activities, publicly posting incomplete or in many 

cases no information about what can happen to patients if they can’t pay.”
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“The executives, led by Providence’s chief financial officer at 
the time, devised a solution: a program called Rev-Up.

Rev-Up provided Providence’s employees with a detailed 
playbook for wringing money out of patients — even those 

who were supposed to receive free care because of their low 
incomes, a New York Times investigation found.”

“More than half the nation’s roughly 5,000 hospitals are nonprofits like Providence. They enjoy lucrative tax exemptions; 
Providence avoids more than $1 billion a year in taxes. In exchange, the Internal Revenue Service requires them to 

provide services, such as free care for the poor, that benefit the communities in which they operate.

But in recent decades, many of the hospitals have become virtually indistinguishable from for-profit companies, adopting 
an unrelenting focus on the bottom line and straying from their traditional charitable missions.”

https://www.kff.org/other/state-indicator/hospitals-by-ownership/?currentTimeframe=0&sortModel=%7B%22colId%22:%22Location%22,%22sort%22:%22asc%22%7D
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https://www.axios.com/hospital-billing
https://www.debt.com/research/medical-debt-survey/
https://wisconsinwatch.org/2021/06/report-during-pandemic-wisconsin-hospital-sought-3-million-from-patients-in-medical-debt-litigation/
https://www.inquirer.com/business/law/tower-health-denied-tax-exemption-brandywine-jennersville-phoenixville-20211019.html
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https://www.record-eagle.com/news/hospital-room-to-the-courtroom-northern-michigans-largest-hospital-system-pursues-hundreds-of-debtors-through/article_3e21c568-ec02-11eb-a7be-8b7e1f808fc7.html
https://www.postbulletin.com/newsmd/pandemic-saw-hundreds-of-regional-patients-served-with-papers
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2021/07/26/1019916638/amid-massive-hospital-sell-off-corporate-giant-continues-suing-patients
https://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/pdf/10.1377/hlthaff.2021.01130
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“Never Pay the First Bill” 

“It’s alarming the way big players – drug companies, hospitals, insurance 
companies, and others – profit by exploiting our sickness and violating our trust.”

“The insurance companies set their rates in secret with hospitals then demand that 
we pay them, even if unfair.”

“The business of American health care has not been dealing with us in good faith. 
If we keep trusting industry players who use deception to make more money from 
us than they should, without pushing back, we’re being suckers.”

“But they [hospitals] still hold us responsible for paying whatever amount they say 
we owe them.”

“Experts who review medical bills for a living say most of them contain some type 
of mistake. Somehow, the errors don’t seem to work in the patient’s favor. They 
always seem to require you to pay much more than you should.”
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Best Sellers Rank:
•#3 in Family Practice Medicine
•#3 in Consumer Guides 
•#9 in Health Policy 

Watch Interview Here

https://youtu.be/CBjBiOxWzWM
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Not the only one… 



Legislation Trends



Strengthening Consumer Protections 
and Medical Debt Transparency Act

• Bill introduced by U.S. Senators Chris Murphy (D-Conn.) and Mike Braun (R-Ind.)

• Seeks to add several requirements to debt collection, including:

• Before sending a medical debt into collections, healthcare providers should ensure 
that all insurance coverage appeals have been exhausted and determine if a patient 
qualifies for financial assistance.

• Healthcare providers, or their collection agencies, must wait 180 days after the initial 
bill is sent and the patient’s identity has been verified before entering into 
extraordinary collection efforts.

• Itemized statements of medical debts owed, as well as detailed receipts of payments 
made, must be provided from the healthcare provider to the patients within 30 days. 
Information about language assistance services for individuals with limited English 
proficiency must also be provided.



They are also directing the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to create a publicly available 
database of annual reporting from hospitals, freestanding facilities and large provider practices with 
information about whether they use collection agents, their process for assigning debt to a collection 
agent and the number of extraordinary collection actions – as defined by the IRS – they have initiated.

HHS will also maintain a public list of any health care entity that does not submit the required 
information each year. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) is also to issue a biennial report 
on medical debt and review the public database for its application to the CFPB’s risk supervision 
program.

https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/billing-and-collections-section-501r6


Where this healthcare legislation has the potential to drastically impact your bottom line is the 
following statement:

A healthcare entity, or its agent, who fails to comply with changes under the Act is liable to the 
patient for actual damages up to $1,000. In the case of a class action suit, damages are the amount 
each plaintiff could have recovered, not to exceed $2 million. If the patient is successful, then 
attorney’s fees and other costs also can be recovered.

The Real Cost
The above portion of the legislation puts a very real – and very costly – dollar amount on not only 
noncompliance, but also on what could be an innocent mistake. This medical debt legislation has the 
potential to dramatically impact the care you provide your patients. This situation demands attention 
because it may not only affect how you recover your past due payments but cost you even more in 
the end.
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• Introduced by Maxine Waters - April 2021

• Passed by the House - May 2021

• Died in the senate 

The Comprehensive Debt 
Collection Improvement Act

“Engaging in activities to collect or attempting to collect a medical debt owed or due or 
asserted to be owed or due by a consumer, before the end of the 2-year period beginning on 

the date that the first payment with respect to such medical debt is due.”

One sentence could fundamentally change medical collections forever 
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• Primary goal of expanding and enhancing consumer, student, servicemember, and small 
business protections with respect to debt collection practices, and for other purposes.

• While on the surface, this may seem like a noble idea, what it does not consider is the 
negative impact on not only future lending, but in the case of hospitals and providers, 
the survival of medical care in America.

• If H.R. 2547 were to be signed into law, it would bar hospitals and providers 
from sending medical debt to collections for TWO YEARS.

• This would force hospitals and providers to potentially wait more than two years 
to begin trying to collect payments for services which they rendered in good faith to 
their patients - and could bring about the end of quality healthcare in the country. The 
healthcare industry is already forced to survive on razor thin margins and a system 
where many people who can afford to pay, choose not to.

• Read More HERE

The Comprehensive Debt Collection 
Improvement Act

https://www.americollect.com/2021/05/the-comprehensive-debt-collection-improvement-act-action-needed/
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Minnesota hospitals can no longer pursue collection activities on overdue bills until they 
screen patients for charity care that could reduce or eliminate their debts.

The requirement took effect Nov. 1 as a result of state legislation. Lawmakers were 
prompted to act this year by reports that hospitals were suing patients for debts that 

were eligible for discounts or write-offs.

https://www.revisor.mn.gov/laws/2023/0/Session+Law/Chapter/70/
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CFPB Proposed Rules to Remove 
Medical Debt from All Credit Reports

While the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau believes that they are helping 
Americans by removing medical debt from credit reports, they aren’t considering 
how that will impact the healthcare industry. The amount of medical debt in the U.S. 
is staggering. A Peterson-KFF report stated that in 2019 people in the U.S. owed at 
least $195 billion in medical debt. 

The CFPB believes that by removing the debt from credit reports, we remove the 
problem. In reality, the new SBREFA proposal will remove any urgency for patients to 
pay their medical bills, which will lead to a considerable increase in unpaid medical 
debt. Healthcare providers are already fighting an uphill battle to get paid, and this 
change will cause many hospitals that are struggling to survive to close their doors, 
leading to even higher costs and lower quality of care

https://www.healthsystemtracker.org/brief/the-burden-of-medical-debt-in-the-united-states/
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Colorado

Governor Jared Polis signed a new healthcare regulation bill from Colorado’s Assembly that will go into 
effect August 7, 2023. This bill covers the inclusion of medical debt information on consumers’ credit 
reports.

HB23-1126 will prohibit medical debt information on credit reports and, “prohibits a debt collector or 
collection agency, when attempting to collect medical debt or to obtain information about a consumer 
in relation to an attempt to collect medical debt from making a false or misleading representation that 
the medical debt will be included in a consumer report or factored into a consumer’s credit score.”

Debt collectors and collection agencies will also be prohibited from making false or misleading 
representations that the medical debt will be included in a consumer report. Failing to disclose that 
medical debt will not be included in a consumer report also violates the bill. In both cases debt 
collectors and collection agencies are not allowed to infer that the debt may impact their credit score. 
This healthcare regulation does not retroactively impact conduct that occurred before the August 7, 
2023, effective date.

https://leg.colorado.gov/bills/hb23-1126
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Nevada

On July 1, 2021, S.B. 248 was signed into law, requiring debt collection agencies to send a 
medical debt notification to a consumer 60 days before taking any action to collect a medical 
debt. While this was not an issue, the fact that the letter was required to be sent by 
registered or certified mail greatly increased the cost to healthcare providers who wished to 
recover bad debt.

In June of 2023, Nevada Governor Joe Lombardo signed off on a new law that revised the 
requirements related to S.B. 248 codified at NRS 649.366(1)—that required the 60-day notice 
to be sent by registered or certified mail. The removal of the registered or certified mail 
requirement was included in S.B. 335. This new healthcare regulation goes into effect on 
October 1, 2023, at which time collection agencies will be permitted to send the two-day 
notice via regular mail. This can help healthcare providers and/or collection agencies to save 
on significant mailing costs.

https://www.leg.state.nv.us/App/NELIS/REL/81st2021/Bill/7770/Overview
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/App/NELIS/REL/82nd2023/Bill/10289/Overview
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New York

The New York Assembly passed A6275A. This is the Fair Medical Debt Reporting Act created to “amend the 
public health law and the general business law in relation to prohibiting medical debt from being collected 
by a consumer reporting agency or included in a consumer report.” It did not pass the senate before it 
adjourned, and they are not expected to reconvene this year.

The healthcare regulation bill prohibits hospitals, medical providers, and ambulance services from 
reporting any portion of a medical debt to a consumer reporting agency (CRA). Also, any contracts made 
with a collection entity that buys or tries to collect a medical debt must include a provision that prohibits 
those entities from reporting any portion of said debt to a CRA. In addition, it also removes any medical 
debt that is reported by a hospital, medical provider, or ambulance service from CRA reports.

In the bill, medical debt is defined as “an obligation or alleged obligation of a consumer to pay any amount 
whatsoever related to the receipt of health care services, products or devices provided to a person by a 
hospital licensed under article (28) of this chapter, a health care professional authorized under title eight of 
the education law or an ambulance service certified under article (30) of this chapter.” It does not include 
expenses on a credit card unless that card is issued under a plan specifically for healthcare services.

https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bills/2023/A6275/amendment/A


Illinois may have passed the bill with the most impact for hospitals with Senate Bill 1840. 
The bill, which was signed into law on August 26, 2021, amends both the Illinois 
Community Benefits Act and the Hospital Uninsured Patient Discount Act (HUPDA).

Some of the main areas that will impact hospitals and their collections partners include:

• The maximum amount a hospital can collect from an uninsured patient is being reduced to 20% of a person’s income (previously 25%).

• Discount eligibility will begin at $150 for uninsured patients for all medically necessary healthcare (previously $300).

• Hospitals will be required to notify patients that they can include healthcare received in the last 12 
months towards the maximum collectible amount. This information should be included clearly and in plain language 
on financial assistance applications, along with hospital bills, invoices or summary of charges provided by the hospital.

• Hospitals are required to include a statement containing a website, phone number, or both as provided by the Attorney General on 
all hospital bills, invoices, and balance statements.

• The bill requires hospitals to permit eligible uninsured patients to initiate applications for financial assistance prior to receiving 
services, and for those with hospital stays more than 20 days to initiate an application within 90 days after discharge or date of 
service.

• Under the Hospital Uninsured Patient Discount Act, hospitals may make the availability of discounts and maximum collectible amounts 
contingent on the uninsured patient first applying for coverage under public health insurance programs if there is reasonable belief 
that the uninsured patient may be eligible for one of these programs.

Illinois Bill SB1840 
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https://www.ilga.gov/legislation/publicacts/fulltext.asp?Name=102-0581
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Senate Bill 71 took effect on July 1, 2021, placing several requirements on healthcare facilities 
and debt collectors/buyers, most notably prohibiting collection actions against indigent 
patients, defined as those making less than 200% above the poverty limit.

Other highlights include:

• Selling of debts and filing lawsuits, liens or garnishments against indigent patients is barred.

• Healthcare facilities and third-party providers must verify insurance and provide information on public insurance/programs/financial 
assistance.

• Billing Statements must include: (1) a description of the date, amount and nature of all charges: (2) whether the patient’s insurance has been 
verified; (3) if the patient was screened for programs that assist with health care costs; and (4) if the health care facility or third-party health 
care provider has or will bill insurance or public programs to assist with the healthcare costs. Debt collectors and debt buyers must also be 
provided with these billing statements before communicating with or taking actions against patients.

• Information on billing statements must be offered during communications and debt owner once every 30 days.

• Within 30 days of receipt of payment on a medical debt, debt owners must send a receipt to the person who made the payment that shows: 
(1) the amount paid; (2) the date of the payment; (3) the new balance; (4) the interest rate and interest accrued since the last payment; (5) 
the account number; (6) the current owner of the debt, and the name of the creditor; and (7) if the payment was accepted as a payment in 
full of the debt. Payments must be applied on the date they were received, or if it was received after business hours, the next business day.

• Debt owners are prohibited from creating an agreement with a patient where they waive their right to resolve a dispute.

New Mexico - Patients Debt Collection Practices Act

https://www.nmlegis.gov/Sessions/21%20Regular/bills/senate/SB0071.html
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SD 514 and HB 565 were unanimously approved in the state Senate and House respectively, 
and simply because the governor did not veto them, went into effect on January 1, 2022. 
The bill impacts both hospitals and the collections agencies they work with. According to 
the bill’s fiscal and policy note, there are requirements for hospital debt collection policies 
and payment arrangements, and it also prohibits hospitals from taking specified actions 
when collecting debt.

Based on the wording of the bill, hospitals must annually submit its policy on the collection of debts owed by patients as well as a specified 
report to the Health Services Cost Review Commission (HSCRC), which then HSCRC must compile into an annual medical debt collection 
report.

The bill states, when attempting to collect debt owed on a hospital bill, a hospital may not, among other things:

• Request a lien against a patient’s primary residence.

• Request the issuance of or take action causing a court to issue a body attachment or an arrest warrant against a patient.

• Request a writ of garnishment of wages or file an action resulting in an attachment of wages if the patient is eligible for free or reduced-
cost care.

• Make a claim against the estate of a deceased patient if the deceased patient was known by the hospital to be eligible for free care or if 
the value of the estate after tax obligations are fulfilled in less than half of the debt owned (however, a hospital may offer the family of the 
deceased patient the ability to apply for financial assistance).

• File an action against a patient or give notice to a patient until after 180 days after the initial bill was provided.

Maryland - Medical Debt 
Protection Bill

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/2021RS/bills/sb/sb0514T.pdf
http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/2021RS/fnotes/bil_0005/hb0565.pdf
http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/2021RS/fnotes/bil_0005/hb0565.pdf
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• File an action against a patient until the hospital determines whether the patient is eligible for free or reduced-cost care.

If a hospital utilizes a debt collector for collection activity, the hospital and the debt collector must be jointly and severally 
responsible for meeting the hospital debt collection requirements, which could mean your collections partner would need to 
track and act upon additional information.

The main portion of the bill will take effect on January 1, 2022; however, provisions related to the HSCRC and MHCC study and 
reporting requirements went into effect on June 1, 2021.

Maryland Medical Debt Protection Bill (continued) 



Conclusions
• As we enter the next significant election cycle, you can expect more and more healthcare 

legislation to be introduced around medical debt.

• It’s more important than ever to ensure that your collection practices are ethical and 
within the regulations your hospital or health system is responsible to abide by. 

• Treat patients with dignity and respect through the collections process– and ensure your 
partners are as well. 

• Have your financial and collection policies easily available on your website. 

• Ensure you are in compliance with 501(r)

• Hospitals, Health Systems and Collection Agencies need to be continuously aware of new 
legislation being introduced, and continuously making sure you are heard by your 
legislators and policy makers. 

• Imperative to educate your patients and your staff on financial and bad debt processes. 
No surprises, no mis-steps. *Policy Genius study regarding healthcare literacy – only 4% of Americans 
could correctly define the top 4 health insurance terms: deductible, coinsurance, co-pay, and out-of-pocket 
maximum.

• Change the narrative
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Do you have a contract in place with your collection agency that 
requires them to follow 501(r)?  Included in the contract should be 
language that if the collection agency mistakenly violates 501(r)(6), 

they will notify/disclose to the hospital facility and correct the 
failure immediately.

Collection Agency
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Bill Bollinger
Regional Director of Ridiculously Nice Sales

Email: Bill.Bollinger@americollect.com
Phone: 586-530-8252

www.americollect.com/resource-center

mailto:Bill.Bollinger@americollect.com
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